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White Paper 

$SHOP - Local Payments Without Borders 

 
 

 

1. Company Structure 

Shoppi is a company based in the USA, UK and Germany, respectively, Shoppi Inc, Shoppi 
Ltd and Shoppi UG. 

Shoppi Inc is the publisher of the software in AppStore and PlayStore and it is the owner of 
the trademark in the United States for Shoppi and Shoppi GO. 

Shoppi UG is the only and exclusive licensor for the software sales of Shoppi Inc and it is 
controlling the Shoppi LTD as Ultimate Beneficiary Owner. 

The group of companies is controlled as major shareholder by Salvatore Vacante, following 
Massimo Rossi and Maria Denise Vacante. 

The Shoppi Inc maintains the software up to date and overseas operations in the USA. 

The Shoppi UG oversees quality, content curation, moderation, marketing and logistic. 

The Shoppi Ltd oversees the wallet system and transactions. 
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2. The Team 

Salvatore Vacante: CEO and Founder, Shoppi.  

Expertise:  

 Software development.  

 Marketing and sales.  

 Public Speaking, Pitching to VC, Interviews.  

 Business Deals and Investments.  

 Brand Creation.  

 Web Developer.  

 PHP, MySQL and Javascript.  

 API solution.  

 Agreements with distributors and suppliers.  

 

Salvatore is the CEO of the company, and he is promoting the business by reaching new 
partners. Thanks to his communication skills, he has attended to most important conferences 
about the EU startup eco-system, indeed he has been engaged with London, Berlin, Cologne, 
Amsterdam, and Warsaw startup ecosystem by visiting and sharing opinions about the future 
of startups. He has been mentioned by AutoBlog.it as only Italian founded a startup at Capital 
Fest in Amsterdam and he has been interviewed in Cologne about the local eco-system Pirate 
Summit 2017.  

He has 12 years of experience in web development and product management. He has 
developed a custom framework to deploy fast online stores that are currently used as the 
primary technology for Shoppi; he has strong leadership skills that include communication, 
macro-management, and operations.  

He has participated in several eCommerce projects during his career as a project manager, 
and he has acquired a deep understanding of retail industry; his primary goal is to share his 
vision for the future of eCommerce and help companies to make an informed decision about 
implementing their new digital strategy. In the early 2010s, he has met the co-founder 
of Shoppi, and decided to use his skills to build a content-driven marketplace by taking 
advantage of co-founder experience.  

He has a bachelor’s degree in mathematics and Computer Science (University of Catania).  

He is currently running a network of Events with the format "The Truth About eCommerce”.  

He is the brand ambassador of EICS 2020, EICS is the Immersive Technologies Summit 
established in Europe.  
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He has founded Shoppi Ventures to help founders with a product to scale in new markets.  

He served as public speaker at SMAU, a big conference for SMEs in Milan with his format 
“The truth about eCommerce”.  

Massimo Rossi: COO, Shoppi  

Expertise:  

 Logistics operations. 

 Retail.  

 IT infrastructure.  

 Business Owner.  

 Suppliers for Public and Private customers.  

 Founder.  

 Business Administration and Management.  

He is a tech-entrepreneur with over 30 years' experience in the retail and IT industry and has 
a solid retail background. He has co-founded Shoppi and has the role of COO because he is 
well-experienced since he has opened in the early '90s a small computer retail chain then 
closed due to the rising of malls. He has a deeper understanding of financial risks in a company 
indeed during his entrepreneur career he managed significant capital.  

He has provided the initial funding and support to develop the infrastructure of Shoppi.  

Maria Denise Vacante: CMO, Shoppi  

Expertise:  

 Online sales.  

 Management and promoting an online store.  

 Marketing.  

 Content Strategist.  

 Customer and suppliers handling.  

She is a digital native with 5 years’ experience in content creation, eCommerce, and PR.  

She is the third co-founder at Shoppi, she is responsible to seek new market trends and listen 
to consumers’ needs by reporting new ideas to give them the best experience in the 
marketplace. She oversees developing a new partnership with emergent brands worldwide.  
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3. The Problem 

Travel with credit cards is comfortable but you can have nightmares by withdrawing your 
money or trying to make them accepted abroad, it is common to have issues with currency 
exchange and in buying products, experiences, and local services. It is common to be 
unsatisfied with your purchases, for instance, the ticket of the museum, the hop-off or just the 
souvenirs you have bought for your family, sometimes, this could become delusional and 
poison your travel memories, this is also true with overpricing for tourists or simply people that 
they are not local. On the other side, businesses are in bad need of accepting payments with 
the lowest commissions and making sure to offer a high-quality service for people that want 
to buy and spend their budget. According to data, people that visit or have in plan to visit a 
new place are more willing to spend their money and set a budget for shopping and 
experiences, in this scenario, the savings from a well-defined and secure checkout process 
has a huge impact. 

4. Awards 

 Accelerate Startup Grind 2021 – Virtual Event, USA.  

 18-month IBM Catalyst Incubation Program with Premium Tier.  

 Selected Startup to join NUMA Accelerator in NYC, USA.  

 Top 100 startup at Startup Grind Global 2019 – Silicon Valley, USA.  

 Top 50 startup at Unbound Miami 2018 – Miami, USA.  

 Top 50 startup at InfoShare 2018/2019 – Gdansk, Poland.  

 Top 10 solution for international expansion by eCommerce Berlin Awards 2018/2019 – Berlin, Germany.  

 Top 50 startup at Wolves Summit 2017 – Warsaw, Poland.  

 Selected project to pitch in front of IKEA for IKEA Bootcamp 2017 – London, UK.  

 Selected startup to join the invite-only Pirate Summit 2017 in Cologne – Cologne, Germany.  

 Top 100 startup at the TechCrunch including free accomodation – Berlin, Germany.  

 Top 400 startup for the South Summit 2017 competition – Barcelona, Spain.  

 Top 400 startup in 2018 for the 2nd phase of Impact Growth Accelerator.  

 Finalist at Mobile Beach Conference 2018 - Odessa, Ukraine.  

 

5. On the news 
1. https://medium.com/startup-grind/15-startups-to-accelerate-your-life-9d5bc98983d4 
2. https://www.thelocal.de/20210922/discovering-germany-the-hyperlocal-way-shoppi-tlccu/ 
3. https://www.thelocal.it/20210824/heres-how-to-discover-italys-best-hidden-treasures-shoppi-tlccu/ 
4. https://pressnetwork.de/neu-shoppi-app-ermoeglicht-urlaubs-shopping-feeling-ohne-reisen/ 
5. https://aussiedlerbote.de/2021/10/glavnye-novosti-germanii-15-oktyabrya/ 
6. https://getpenta.com/en/blog/interview-salvatore-vacante-shoppi/ 

7. https://get.store/blog/shoppiapp/ 
 

6. Tokenization of the business model 

Shoppi is a business established to allow consumers to keep their currency's worthwhile 
traveling.  
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Shoppi uses the BEP-20 token, a Binance Smart Chain token protocol extending ERC-20, 
the most widely utilized Ethereum token standard. It functions as a blueprint for tokens, 
defining how they can be used, who can use them, and other applicable guidelines. We 
provide consumers with a fast time to market with high-quality goods at Shoppi.app. We are 
at the forefront of the mobile payments sector, working closely with Amex, Mastercard, Visa, 
NXP, and other prominent organizations. We are a company made up of a combination of 
established and professional subject matter professionals and ambitious developers who are 
actively pushing the boundaries of technology. This mix has proved to be one-of-a-kind, 
earning us respect from clients, investors, and the FinTech community at large. Shoppi 
primarily targets banks and other card issuers through a proprietary platform-agnostic 
product suite that focuses entirely on tokenization technology and supports both global and 
local systems without regard to geography.  

7. Tokenization 

The transition from conventional card payments to digital payments has accelerated in 
recent years. People are increasingly using smartphones, wearables, online, and in-app 
purchases to pay for products and services. With the rapid development of digital payments, 
having a stable and consistent user interface across devices, channels, and solutions is 
critical. The process of tokenization inside a company is needed especially in modern 
platforms where there is the need to lower the fees. 
 

8. Tokenomics 

The project is quite ambitious and require an enormous amount of work and financial 
resources, thus, we decided to organize the wallets as follows: 

a. New Listings – 0x22be17bca3c3dea7f4f8aeab624c9e2578b8dd1e 

This wallet is a reserve for new listings in CEX, the amount of token could increase or 
decrease, based on the partnership with the exchange.  

b. Legal – 0x0ee8711ec80e03dfd87771d2e92ce2ddc8122b04 

This wallet is used to cover the legal expenses in terms of trademark, enforce rights 
about the name and register new patents where needed. 

c. Marketing – 0x2a744eaf5dbcb2f53d86309493822c33140279bc 

This wallet is used to cover marketing activities, such as retargeting ads, PR campaigns 
and the like, we don't and never fund pump and dump schemes. 

d. Development – 0x13c78c46636bfd249a1be4b8801a9d66a6fbae23 

This wallet is used to pay developers and continuous research of new solutions for the e-
commerce and travel sphere. 
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e. Backup – 0xf8cea9594a968da3994510b7619cc781fc8df5f5 

This wallet is a backup wallet where we store tokens that have no scope, could decrease 
and increase based on any future burn event. 

f. Liquidity and Trade – 0x1ca08a347d48338277de6522e702ff3ce33e67d2 

This wallet is where you send BNB (only via Shoppi Pay) to receive in exchange SHOP 
tokens, the BNB is used for new liquidity and trading to fix price volatility when needed. 

g. P2PB2B Exchange – 0x5be909e0d204a94cc93fc9d7940584b5ec59e618 

This is the hot wallet from P2PB2B exchange, all tokens that are on trade in this 
exchange will appear here. 

h. Rewards and convert - 0x0891af347bc195d7cd51df4f6dc249e45a9625c6 

This wallet is used to reward you from the use of the App, and as a sending wallet after 
the use of internal exchange, this wallet can increase or decrease its supply based on 
the activities inside the App. 

 
 

9. Path to tokenization of the platform (Roadmap) 

Shoppi is transforming the travel industry, making it easier than ever to shop in every city. 
This community of travelers saw the need for browsing new, exciting content while 
connecting with the local culture of every city around the world. Their online marketplace 
enables shoppers and businesses to interact and purchase foreign goods, regardless of 
cultural language barriers or geographic location. 

a. Implementing the purchase of tickets, rentals, and hotels inside the App 

We will connect APIs from providers to buy flight tickets, insurances, book rentals, and reserve hotels 
with the conversion of SHOP to FIAT directly from the Shoppi Pay App.  

Deadline: August 2022 

b. Implement rewarding system inside the App 

Shoppi App has tremendous value for the community, we offer rewards to create demand by using 
the FIAT wallet (Shoppi Pay), rewarding comes from taking actions, such as: 

1. Suggest a new company 
2. Invite your friend with your code 
3. Follow at least 10 companies inside the app 
4. Complete your profile in full and verify it (KYC) 

 

Deadline: March 2022 
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c. Advertising for companies 

Local listing of advertisements such as travel guides, products, and experiences with 
payments in virtual FIAT from SHOP conversion for companies only. Companies will 
be able through a panel to place advertising and sponsor their offers by paying with 
the token. 

Deadline: October 2022 

 
d. Subscription in FIAT for accessing premium benefits 

Shoppi Pay is a free service, the premium subscription model 
enables additional benefits for frequent buyers: 

 Pay without contact and remotely 
 Local shipping (if available)  
 Cashback and free gifts with every new purchase  

 Invite friends and earn new credits  
 Download and get a $5 welcome bonus 

 
 

Deadline: July 2022 

 
10. Technology Partners 

Our IT infrastructure is spread over different services, Google, IBM, Oracle, and Cloudflare 
with our know-how we have realized a redundant, fault-tolerant, and highly scalable 
ecosystem. Please check our API: https://www.shoppi.app/developer-program. 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

11. Business Partners 
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12.  Products 

Shoppi is an eco-system with products designed and developed to build a community of 
consumers and businesses, by giving them the right tools to connect more efficiently. 

a. Shoppi App 

Shoppi App is a consumer product, it’s a marketplace design for a community of travelers who are looking 
for products and services to experience the city. The app is counting already over 20k downloads and an 
average of thousands of new users per month. 

b. Shoppi Cloud 

Shoppi Cloud is a business product, access our Hosting and connect to our API, you will be able to reach 
new customers, get daily insights and explore new opportunities for your business. We provide you with all 
the tools to start your e-commerce strategy and leverage on our marketplace. 

c. Shoppi Go 

Shoppi GO is a business product to create one or more virtual local stores All you need to do is open your 
account and connect your existing data such as social media and website, it's easy with our importer. We will 
optimize your reach on our app, so that relevant customers will browse your offers and make orders. We 
keep your business up to date with useful analytics like views, orders, and reaches. We offer a variety of 
payment options and process sales for you transparently. Shoppi GO is also a great POS system. Online 
payments with Shoppi are a great replacement for your business’ cash register or card machine as it keeps 
all your orders in one place, giving you extensive insight and control. 

d. Shoppi Pay 
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Shoppi Pay is a fintech product, you can top-up your wallet with SHOP and convert immediately in FIAT. 
Payments can be made through our own Shoppi Pay system with most of our participating merchants. We’ve 
built our entire system around the concept of easy, secure payment options for our members. We make it 
possible for you to enjoy social commerce, payments made quick and easy, and trusted feedback all on a 
single platform. Click and pay at checkout If the merchant accepts Shoppi Pay for your item, you will see the 
button at checkout, simply click on ‘buy,’ and you can select Shoppi Pay on the payment screen. Social 
commerce payments have never been easier…and as a bonus, you now get money back on all participating 
purchases made with Shoppi Pay! 

e. Shoppi Ventures 

We bring together industry giants and innovative startups to build the next generation of retail brands. You 
can leverage on the community by presenting your ideas for a successful brand, getting funded by the 
crowd, and discover the options to be assisted in this journey. 

f. Shoppi Finance 

Shoppi Finance is the single platform for social commerce, quick and easy payment options, and trustworthy 
feedback. With our Shoppi Pay system, you can make payments with all participating merchants on Shoppi 
App. 

13. Intellectual Property 

Shoppi is registered in the EU, USA, and China as the trademark for mobile shopping, 
payments, and entertainment, the trademarks belong to Shoppi Inc (the USA and China) and 
Shoppi Ltd (Europe). 

14. Marketing Activities 

a. Retargeting on Facebook and Adwords 

We run ADS on Facebook and Adwords by showing Advertising to our visitors to attract them in the App 
again with the promise to shopping in more cities worldwide by using our App. 

b. Trade Fairs 

Shoppi has been showed in trade fairs with a huge success, we have in plan to attend regularly trade fairs 
worldwide in Travel, Retail and Fintech industries to promote the brand and stimulate the use of the token. 

c. Local Meetups 

We have successfully developed a vibrant community via the meetup.com platform and we can organize 
events in Berlin (Germany) where the community of internationals is very big.  

15. Legal 

Shoppi is assisted by law firms in the EU, UK, America, and China in the running of 
operations, as of today the lawyers involved in this project have been coordinated by the 
CEO with ongoing calls.  

The IP strategy and contracts are supervised by the lawyers and a legal insurance is in 
place to ensure the good standing of the company, its partners, and employees. 

The Tokens are functional utility tokens designed for use only on the Company’s business 
platform (shoppi.app). The Tokens are not securities. The Company does not recommend 
purchasing Tokens for speculative investment purposes. Tokens do not entitle you to any 
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equity, governance, voting or similar right or entitlement in the Company or in any of its 
affiliated companies. Tokens are sold as digital products, like downloadable software, digital 
music, and the like. The Company does not recommend that you purchase Tokens unless 
you have prior experience with cryptographic tokens, blockchain-based software, and 
distributed ledger technology and unless you have taken independent professional advice. 
 

16. Shopify vs Shoppi 

Shoppi is ambitious and aims to replace the concept of shopping and travel abroad, 
however, despite the priority of the priority rights1, Shopify has launched and promoted 
Shop. The app along with Shop Pay are built over traditional financial system and thus with 
old market mindset where they centralize all the decisions and make partnerships with more 
centralized systems to involve more participants in consuming more resources than needed.  

Shoppi has been built with values related to sustainability, community, and decentralization 
at its core, for this reason, Shopify is our most important indirect competitor in terms of 
sustainability, and it represents the opposite to our vision of the future in e-commerce, 
meanwhile, they were born for providing you the sales tools to have a markup on third party 
products (dropship, white-label, made in Asia), in our opinion, their vision about expanding in 
the consumer sphere is not benefitting to the local economies. 

17. FAQ 

How to use the SHOP token? 

You can use the SHOP token to top-up Shoppi Pay wallet and start shopping with the App, 
find also more services to buy inside the app Shoppi Pay. 

Why support us? 

Small businesses and people on the move have in common the issue to avoid high 
commissions, prevent any cash shortage and deal with high trusted individuals and 
companies. 

How to buy SHOP? 

Pancake Swap (Slip: 1, Tax: 0) 0x9bb2b75250fc34e16d9503c04781c718b2d467c8 

Exchange (https://p2pb2b.io?referral=8397308b for lower fees) 
https://p2pb2b.io/trade/SHOP_USDT/ 

Shoppi Pay (BNB to SHOP only, download on https://www.shoppi.finance) 

Is there is a sell/buy tax? 

No, according to the smart contract, there are no fees, please note that gas fees and 
exchange fees are excluded. 

 
1 https://euipo.europa.eu/eSearch/#details/trademarks/016684797  
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What is Shoppi App? 

Shoppi is a platform that makes it easier to shop in every city, worldwide. The traveler 
community can browse new, exciting content while connecting with the local culture of every 
city around the world. The online marketplace enables shoppers and businesses to interact 
and purchase foreign goods, regardless of cultural language barriers or geographic location, 
by using the proprietary shoppi coin. 

What is Shoppi Ventures? 

Shoppi Ventures aims to invest in exceptional brands by using the liquidity from the token. 

What is Shoppi Cloud? 

Shoppi Cloud is the hosting and domain registrar service for e-commerce customers. 

What is Shoppi Pay? 

Shoppi Pay is the wallet system based on BEP20 and virtual FIAT. 

What is Shoppi Finance? 

Shoppi Finance is overseeing the transactions for Shoppi Pay and bridging participating 
companies to acceleration programs with the aim to assist them in the international 
expansion. 

18. Connect with us 
 https://www.facebook.com/appshoppi 
 https://twitter.com/shoppi_online 
 https://www.instagram.com/shoppi_app  
 https://t.me/shoppi_coin 
 https://www.shoppiapp.com 

 https://www.shoppi.app/about.html 
 https://www.linkedin.com/in/svacant/ 
 https://www.linkedin.com/in/massimo-rossi-7a73b816/ 

 https://www.linkedin.com/in/mariadenisevacante/  

 

United States:  
Shoppi Inc, 1 Radisson Plaza, Suite 800, New Rochelle, NY 10801  

EU HQ:  
Shoppi UG, Schonensche Str. 13, Berlin, 10439, Germany  

UK:  
Shoppi Ltd, International House, 24 Holborn Viaduct, City of London, EC1A 2BN 

 


